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Abstract—Masking is a powerful instrument for protecting
cryptographic devices against side-channel analysis. Multiple
masking schemes were introduced providing provable security
against attacks of arbitrary order even in the presence of
glitches. When a device is a part of some safety-critical system,
it needs to meet dependability requirements; therefore, it should
be protected against spontaneously occurring faults. Existing
commonly used fault-tolerance architectures involve high area
overhead as so as the masking schemes do. In this paper,
we propose architectures meeting dependability properties of
simple modular-redundancy schemes and SCA resistance of
masking schemes, but decreasing the area overhead utilizing the
randomness involved in the masking schemes.
We compare our Masked Duplex architecture with Triple
Modular Redundancy. While using one less redundant module,
our architecture saves around 20% of the area in comparison
with TMR in the case of Threshold Implementation of PRESENT
cipher, promising more savings for more complex cryptographic
schemes.
Index Terms—security, dependability, side-channel analysis,
masking, modular redundancy

I. I NTRODUCTION
Safety-critical electronic systems, like those used in the
automotive industry or medical devices, need to fulfill strict
dependability properties. To ensure the correct and reliable
operation of such systems, they need to be designed faulttolerant. Since these systems are also usually connected to
some network, their activity and communication need to be
encrypted. To protect the device against malicious activity,
we need to introduce appropriate countermeasures. However,
as these systems are usually demanded to be small and lowpower, we need to design it lightweight. This could be an issue
as both dependable architectures and attack countermeasures
can introduce high (area, power, or time) overhead. In this
paper, we propose a way to mitigate this issue.
A. Security issues
One of the most serious threats for cryptographic systems
is Side-Channel Analysis (SCA). SCA exploits dependency
between some secret information and physical characteristics
(so-called side channels) of the device, e.g., power consumption [1], [2] or electromagnetic radiation [3], [4]. An attacker
can use this dependency to exploit the secret information (e.g.,
the cipher key).
One of the possible ways to protect the device against SCA
is masking [5], [6]. Masking incorporates random masks to

mask the intermediate values of the cryptographic algorithm
and to eliminate the side-channel leakage. Multiple Boolean
masking schemes effective even in the presence of glitches
were introduced, like Threshold Implementations [7], DomainOriented Masking [8], or others [9]. These schemes are provably secure against attacks of arbitrary order. Nevertheless,
these schemes introduce high area and power overhead.
B. Dependability issues
A safety-critical device needs to be protected against spontaneous faults to ensure the correct operation of the device
and fulfill dependability requirements. Conventional methods
to protect the device against such faults are modular redundancy architectures like a duplex, Triple-Modular Redundancy
(TMR), or N-modular redundancy (NMR) [10], [11]. The
main advantage of these architectures is simplicity: Whole
cryptographic modules are replicated and supplemented with
checkers or majority voters. This approach also does not
spoil the security properties of the design [12]. The main
disadvantage of this approach is its overhead; for example,
more than 200% of additional hardware resources are required
to make the design tolerant to at least one fault.
C. Our contribution
This work aims to propose an architecture based on existing
masking schemes and modular redundancy architectures. In
comparison with existing methods, this architecture decreases
the overhead, while it keeps both the attack-resistance of
masking schemes and the simplicity and dependability properties of the modular redundancy architectures. Specifically,
we exploit the fact that a fault in the masked circuit causes
different (unmasked) outputs when different random masks are
used. This property permits us to build less redundant design
utilizing the redundancy introduced by the masking scheme
itself.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section II, we present
principles of masking schemes and modular redundancy architectures. The principles of the proposed architectures using
various amounts of redundant modules are described in detail in Section III. A case study of a proposed architecture
using Threshold implementation of PRESENT cipher [13] is
demonstrated in Section IV. We discuss the reduction of area
overhead, and we also provide leakage assessment of our

proposed architecture. Finally, the contributions of our work
are concluded in Section V.
II. R ELATED WORK
In this section, we explain the principles of techniques
our work is based on, i.e., Boolean masking and modular
redundancy.
A. Boolean masking
As was stated above, we base our architectures on the
randomness of masking. Specifically, we focus on Boolean
shared masking schemes [14], [15]. The fundamental principle
of these schemes is that each intermediate value x is split into
n shares xi , where
x=
.
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The input of such a scheme is usually produced in a way
that the original input (plain text, cipher key) XORed with
n − 1 random masks serves as the first share while the
masks themselves represent the other shares. The output of the
scheme is reproduced by XORing all n output shares. Since
the masks are generated independently for each encryption, the
input, the output, and all intermediate values of the masked
encryption are completely random.
A typical example of such a masking scheme is Threshold
Implementation [7], which we use in our case study. In
Threshold Implementation, the intermediate values are shared
according to Equation 1 and each function applied to the shares
must meet three properties: correctness, non-completeness,
and uniformity.
B. Modular redundancy
The most straightforward way to increase the dependability
is hardware modular redundancy [11]. These schemes are
based on simple replication of functional modules. Common
examples are duplex architecture, Triple Modular Redundancy
(TMR) [10], or N-Modular Redundancy (NMR) [16]. These
architectures detect and/or correct both permanent and transient faults of common fault models (stuck-at, bit-flip).
In our work, we offer area-efficient alternatives to TMR
and NMR. Similar work called Time-Extended Duplex was
presented in [17]. Time-Extended Duplex is an alternative to
TMR based on two modules. This architecture is not limited to
masked cryptographic algorithms, the area of this architecture
for various circuits lies between 90% and 160% of the area
of TMR, and the design is quite complicated, including usage
of proprietary gates.
TMR consists of three functional modules and three majority voters. Outputs of all three modules are connected to all
three majority voters. This architecture can correct a single
fault. A diagram of this architecture can be seen in Figure 1.
NMR is a generalization of TMR. It consists of N modules
and N majority voters. Outputs of all modules are connected
to all majority voters. NMR architecture can correct up to
(N − 1)/2 faults.

Figure 1: Diagram of a typical TMR architecture

III. M ETHODOLOGY
To demonstrate our approach, we thoroughly describe an
area-efficient architecture — Masked Duplex — for correcting
one fault, aiming to alternate the TMR architecture. We also
propose a generalization of this architecture to achieve an
efficient alternative to NMR. Note that in this work, we deal
only with fault-tolerance of the data paths. The control unit
should be handled independently (as it should be in the case
of the traditional modular redundancy architectures).
The architectures rely on the assumption that a fault in the
encryption leads to different faulty outputs for the same but
differently masked inputs. We assume a round-based implementation of a symmetric cipher as depicted in Figure 2. Such
a design can be divided into three parts: input logic (usually
just input signals), encryption logic (round logic and round
register), and output logic (output signals and, e.g., output
multiplexers). Any single fault in the encryption logic leads to
different outputs for different random masks with extremely
high probability, as such a fault is repeatedly exposed through
the whole encryption process. On the other hand, a fault in
the input logic or output logic can lead to the same (unshared)
outputs for different masks.
A. Masked Duplex
TMR architecture serves to correct a fault in one of three
modules. We propose an architecture with similar properties using two modules only. A diagram of the proposed
architecture can be seen in Figure 3. The two modules run
the encryption in parallel with the same masks. The outputs
of encryption are compared, and if they differ (one of the
modules is faulty), the encryption is repeated with new masks
(again, the same for both modules). Unmasked outputs of
both consecutive encryptions are compared for each of the
modules. If consecutive outputs of one of the modules differ,

Figure 3: Diagram of proposed Masked Duplex
Figure 2: Diagram of round-based cipher implementation

that module is considered faulty, and the output of the other
one is propagated. If a fault occurs in the input or output logic,
there is a possibility that consecutive outputs do not differ for
either of the modules. In such a case, the encryption must be
repeated again using new random masks.
As mentioned above, the proposed architecture enables the
correction of a single fault, similarly to TMR. Compared to
TMR, we spared one of three modules. The encryption takes
the same time like in TMR unless a fault is introduced in one
of the modules. Also, faults in both modules at the same time
can be detected with no additional logic.
1) Comparison logic — original approach (unmasked outputs): To protect the design against a fault in the comparison
logic, this needs to be triplicated similarly as in the case of
TMR. A diagram of an example of comparison logic is in
Figure 4. This logic is more complex; therefore, more area
demanding than majority voters in TMR. An advantage of
the proposed comparison logic lies in area efficiency, as the
outputs are unmasked; therefore, a shorter comparator is used.
The comparator is multiplexed. It is used for the comparison of
outputs of both modules as well as for comparison of outputs
of two consecutive encryptions.
2) Comparison logic — alternative approach (masked outputs): Unmasked outputs could entail security issues (e.g.,
for combined side-channel and fault attacks [18], [19]). This
problem can be solved by comparing the masked outputs of
the modules. A diagram of an alternative comparison logic is
in Figure 5. When a fault is detected (the modules produce
different outputs), random data are used as the input of the
encryption. Repeating the encryption in the same way as in
the case of the original comparison logic (but using random

data), the faulty module is identified, and the other one can be
used to encrypt the original input data. This method demands
wider comparators (fitting the masked outputs) and additional
time overhead when a fault occurs in comparison with the
original comparison logic.
B. Generalization of Masked Duplex
As NMR is a generalization of TMR, we can also generalize
our Masked Duplex. NMR is tolerant to faults in n = (N −
1)/2 modules; therefore, N = 2×n+1 modules are needed to
tolerate n faults. Using the principle proposed in the previous
section, we only need one faultless module at a time. If all
outputs are not the same, the correct module can be detected by
repeating the encryption in the same manner as in the previous
subsection. Therefore, we only need n + 1 modules to tolerate
n faults. Nevertheless, we still need 2 × n + 1 comparator
circuits that are more complex than the majority voters.
IV. C ASE STUDY
In this section, we evaluate the Masked Duplex proposed in
Section III-A using three-share Threshold Implementation of
the PRESENT cipher [13] as is described in [20]. The cipher
is implemented in Spartan-6 FPGA on Sakura-G evaluation
board [21]. Four architectures employing TI of PRESENT are
compared regarding the area of the design: single module,
TMR, and our Masked Duplex using either the original or the
alternative comparison logic. The power leakage of all three
implementations is also evaluated.
A. Results
All three designs were synthesized using Xilinx XST (Xilinx ISE 14.7). A comparison of slice utilization for each of
the implementations can be seen in Table I. Our architecture

Figure 4: Diagram of the proposed comparison logic for
Masked Duplex
Table I: Comparison of area demands of evaluated implementations
Design
Single module
TMR
Masked Duplex (orig.)
Masked Duplex (alt.)

Slice utilization
2199
7180
5764
6589

Overhead
0%
227%
162%
200%

is around 20% smaller than standard TMR (in case of the
original comparison logic). As the PRESENT is a light-weight
cipher, even higher savings can be expected for more complex
ciphers like AES [22]. For such a more area-demanding
encryption module, the ratio between the area saved by the
spared encryption module and the area increased by the more
complex comparison logic would be higher and, therefore, the
advantage of our approach would be even more significant.
B. Leakage Assessment
Leakage Assessment was performed for each implementation. The leakage was evaluated for 1,000,000 traces using
non-specific, fixed vs. random, first-order Welch’s t-test [23].
The t-test enables us to verify whether samples in two sets

Figure 5: Diagram of the alternative comparison logic for
Masked Duplex

were drawn from the same population. In our case, we
compare sets of power traces obtained during the encryption
of fixed data and random data. For each sample point, the
t-test statistic t is computed as
µ0 − µ1
t= q 2
s0
s21
n0 + n1
, where µ0 and µ1 are sample means, s20 and s21 are sample
variances, and n0 and n1 are cardinalities of each set. The
value 4.5 is usually considered a threshold for the t-value
to reject the hypothesis that the two sets were drawn from
the same population. Therefore, when the t-value for all the
sample points lies within the interval (−4.5, 4.5), no leakage
is detected.
Plots of t-values can be seen in Figure 6. As we can see,
there is no leakage in the case of a single module (6a) and
TMR (6b). In the case of Masked Duplex with the original
comparison logic (6c), there is significant leakage at the end
of the encryption. This leakage is caused by the unmasked

(a) Single module

(b) TMR

(c) Masked Duplex (orig.)

(d) Masked Duplex (alt.)

Figure 6: Plots of t-values

outputs in the comparison logic, as it is discussed in Section
III-A. This leakage is successfully eliminated by the alternative
comparison logic (6d).
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we dealt with the issue of having a device
both secure and dependable at the same time. We proposed
novel architectures based on masking schemes exploiting the
involved randomness. These architectures keep the simplicity
of modular redundancy, but they decrease the number of
redundant modules; therefore, they significantly decrease the
area overhead. In the case of TI of PRESENT cipher, the
area overhead of standard TMR architecture is 227%, while
the area overhead of the Masked Duplex is only 162%.
The savings would be even more significant for some more
complex cryptographic algorithm. Implemented architecture
also passed the Welch’s t-test with an exception of leakage
of the comparison logic, where the outputs appear unmasked.
We proposed an alternative comparison logic eliminating this
leakage. This alternative comparison logic provides a possible
trade-off between the security and the overhead of the proposed architectures.
Considering these facts, we can conclude that we proposed
a novel approach for secure and dependable design, exploiting

the redundancy introduced by a masking scheme, with similar
qualities and lower overhead in comparison with existing
methods. The results of the proof of concept presented in
this paper encourage us to a deeper investigation of presented
architectures, including various cryptographic algorithms, various masking schemes, and higher numbers of modules.
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